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Comments about Classroom Distancing: 

161 FCS room is very small and distancing is difficult 356 sewing room is bigger and easier 

to maintain distance. 

at Gearity it is a tight squeeze 

Because of the nature of the children’s disabilities (Autistic/MD) and their functioning level, 

they do not understand distancing 

Computers don't stay charged all day and there are not enough outlets, so in order to 
charge their computers, they are too close 

Desks are but they don’t sit in the desks all day. 

distancing is fine, including 6-9' for band activities 

Elementary students have an extremely difficult time staying 3 ft apart. 

Everything is ok or the most part. 

However there are times that online students show up onsite when they are not supposed to 

so we end up scrambling 
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I am fortunate to have one of the larger rooms so this has not been an issue for me 

I am in a resource room and don’t take more than 5 kids at a time 

I am in an office. I can’t have 1 student in my office and maintain social distance. The 

student has to sit outside my office. 

I can only have 2 students at a time in my office due to the size - but it's been OK - I also 
do push in services in classrooms 

I currently have (15) Fully-In Person 5th graders and I am not able to properly socially 

distance within my classroom. 

I do not have room for more than 1 student at a time in the offices I work in. It is 
manageable for now 

I don’t even have enough desks for the students showing up. Students show up no matter 

what their model is. Nothing is done. 

I don't have a full class so it is possible 

I got 17 desks and many are in succession in order to fit 

I had to arrange the desks myself. They were left at the front of my classroom, in front of 

the smartboard, after spring break. 

I have 24 kids in my 6th period class. I now teach 6th period from the library 

I have a large class this year 16 kids in person nearly impossible to be 3 ft apart 

I have a student who takes meds (sometimes) to control his behavior who has a very 

difficult time staying in his own space. 

I have not measured but appears to be about 3 feet on center. 

I have small group so at least 3 ft is possible but many other classrooms are not 

I have subbed for a sophomore seminar classes that was severely overcrowded. There were 

not enough dividers or desks 

I have such a large class that it is very difficult to space apart 

I have too many kids in my room and it is very difficult to navigate around them 

I only have 2 in person students 

I only have four plugs in my room.  When students need to charge there is no way to 
maintain 3 feet. 

If I get more kids, I don’t think it’ll be possible. 

In one of my classes if all of the students who are scheduled to show up in-person did, I 

would not have enough seating. 

It is impossible, my students need 1:1 help 

It is not possible to have all of my students 5 days with my space. 

It’s pretty tight with bigger fifth grade students. 

It's tight 

MD/AU students so we do the best we can 

My desks are less than 3 feet apart. 

My md/au students are included in 5th special per Rusinko. There is not enough room. 

My room is larger than others, so my students are able to be spread out consistently. 

My room is wall to wall desks.  If anyone gets up, we are no longer 3 feet apart 

My room is wall to wall desks.  If no one moves, we are 3 feet apart.  As soon as anyone 

gets up for any reason we are not. 

My students are doing a pretty good job during the day.  Walking through the hall gets a 
little tricker but we are doing ok 
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no difficulties 

no issue 

No, the configuration of desks are too close. I had to group them I to 3's for more floor 

space to distance kids 

Not during every class 

Our Principal did the best he possibly could to fit students in.  I feel badly because I have 

not been able to talk to him 

Social distancing depends on class size.  Some classes are under 15 students ( easy to 
space apart)   Some are up to 20 or more 

Some rooms are fine and others are crowded 

sometimes. It is hard to keep them distanced. 

Students are right next to each other at science tables 

Students needing to charge computers making it difficult for students to stay in assigned 
seats. 

The kids are too young to remember to distance themselves. 

The room is small and is not able to fit 18 desks 3 ft apart 

there are 13 in person students in 2nd period math.  only 12 student desks currently.  Three 
feet is getting hard. 

There are a number of students who are attending school not on their assigned day. 

There are some tables that are holding 4 kids with dividers and getting supplies are a mess 

There are too many students 

There is no possible social distancing as there is no space in the classroom. Large classes 

are not staying 2 feet apart. In 

They are able to stay 3 ft apart but do not. 

They can but they aren’t. They move the seats they crowd at the hand sanitizer station et 

This is the ALC. It has not yet been an issue for me. 

Too many students in class to allow for this. 

Unless I get one more student... 

unrealistic in preschool 

Very difficult to see and hear. We have speaker systems in all room which the district 

refuses to fix. This would be very helpful 

We do our best.  It is kindergarten. 

We really are trying, but elementary students really have a difficult time following distancing 
directions during transitions. 

When covering classes there aren’t enough desks. Students sit on the floor 

When students are entering the classroom, it is not possible to social distance. 

While I do my best to keep them apart, I cannot say for certain that they are always 3 feet 
apart.  There is not enough room. 

While seated, they are distanced.  Coming in and out is a different story. 

Yes, but I’ve noticed lots of bunching when the students are in lines. Some teachers work 
very hard at spacing them. 
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Comments about dividers: 

All the sudden today 5 more students showed up saying they are in person and not 
enough dividers 

Available in 124; Not useful in music room on music stands 

Because not everybody that is supposed to come back came back I have enough. If 
everybody showed up I would be five short. 

But I have super small tables and you couldn't fit any more dividers on the tables 

anyway. 

But the dividers don’t do anything. Their whole body is outside of the divider because 
of how the desk are made 

But those are closed to each other 

clean and in good shape 

could use 4 more 

Desks were added with no dividers 

Dividers are just hygiene theater 

Dividers are not clean 

dividers are too high, students cannot see the board, the dividers hit the person in 
front of them when they open their desks. 

Dividers are too high.  Kids cannot see the smart board.  Dividers hit the student in 

front of them when they open their desks. 

Don’t have them but can distance more than 6 feet if needed 

Had to request more, but now students are inches apart 

Have not been provided dividers. 

I asked for additional dividers but have not received them yet at Canterbury. 

I bought some for desks that didn’t have them as more students are added daily. 

I had to request additional ones 

I have 15 divides and one class has 16 although not all 16 have shown up. 

i have dividers that do not have velcro and are not secured 

I have no desks nor dividers. 

I have no dividers in my room-all the kids Are on the floor and no desks 

I need 2 more dividers 

I simply entered a work order at 8:00 am and they were attached to my desks before 
lunch time. 

If the room is over crowded it’s not. 
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Kids can’t see through or over them 

Kids can't see through them when viewing the smart board. 

Mine were taken to accommodate other classrooms. I have kids in my room for 

behavior issues daily. 

Missing one divider 

No divider for co-teacher.  No divider for one student in my 4th period class. 

No dividers are on tables 

None 

None are on tables in the Library 

Not all are de used and there's too many kids in my room.  They knock them over 

Not applicable 

Not sure yet 

Not used due to age and developmental appropriateness with students. 

Not useful in my classroom 

not using dividers for band per study recommendations 

Once the "5-dayers" came back in, I never received more dividers.  PLUS the tables 
that I use are too small. 

Only because not all kids coming 

The dividers are not clear and therefore are more of a distraction. Students struggle to 
see the teacher and smart board. 

The dividers are really a false sense of security and they aren’t cleaned regularly. 

The dividers cause a lot of issues with students being able to view the skateboard from 
their vantage point. 

The extras were taken out of the rooms and now I will have to request them back 

The kids cannot see appropriately in the room around the dividers. 

The paraprofessional d/n have a divider 

They’re good but take up a lot of space. 

They are so difficult to see through, they are pointless 

They are too tall, hard to see through and around. 

They obstruct the view, student have to stand to look around 

Unless I get one more student... 

unrealistic with preschoolers 

Very difficult to see around 

Virtual class only 

we are minus 1 desk and 1 divider 

We seem to have plenty. 

We work on the floor so they don’t need to be used. 

Why can't they be plexiglass like they have in all of the offices?  These are hard for 
students to see around. 
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Comments about mask wearing. 

95% of students are a 5, 5% are a 2 or a 1 

A lot of students pull the mask under their chins. Also they are not wearing them 

I’m the hallways. 

Administrators and security are not enforcing proper masking the hallway. 

All students have masks but don’t wear them properly. Students need 
CONSTANT reminders to cover their faces and noses. 

As I walk around the school many teachers are not wearing any mask when 

students are in the room. 

better than I expected 

Both cleaners at Monti were not wearing masks between 4:00 and 4:30 today 

when staff were still in the building. 

Children are not wearing them covering nose and mouth 

Constant reminders but most kids have proper fitting masks.  Not enough space 
in the room to do a mask break safely. 

Constant reminders to pull them up 

Elementary kids have a hard time keeping their masks properly on their faces all 
day. They require constant reminders. 

encouraged when students are able 

EVERY CLASS PERIOD I have to remind students at least five times to cover their 

noses. I've given up. It isn't safe. 

Few wearing correctly 

For primary students, often masks are too big for their faces and continually slip 

down. 

Gentle reminders are typically all I need except with a few students 

Gentle reminders needed 

Hallways are a huge issue; wearing over the nose is a huge issue (mostly bc 

masks don't fit properly). 

Hallways are a problem. 
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Hallways are place where masks seem to be slipping down and not enough 
monitoring outside classrooms 

I am consistently having to tell students to pull the mask over their nose. 

I am constantly asking students to put masks up 

I am constantly telling students to pull their mask over their nose. 

I am constantly telling students to pull up their mask 

I am seeing more and more kids in hallways with masks below nose.  No one 

seems to say anything. 

I give reminders to pull the masks over noses, but I work with K-2 students so 
that's to be expected. 

I have a couple students who constantly need reminders to keep meds 

I have a few students who consistently need reminders. 

I have more students in the classroom and I turned in an accommodation for 
frequent mask breaks.  I am not getting enough breaks 

I have noticed students in the hall often have masks below their noses and are 

not corrected when they walk past security. 

I have one special needs student who needs many reminders, but he always 
fixes it.  Other than that the kids do a great job. 

I have talked to students about expectations and made calls to parents. Doesn’t 

seem to be getting better. 

I have to ask 10% of students to cover their nose. I probably give this non-
verbal reminder at least 50 times a day. 

I have to remind them all the time 

I have to tell students to pull their masks up 

I say pull your mask up or cover your nose more than anything else during the 
day. 

I see make off in hallways with Gen Ed kids but all have been good about fixing 

them 

I see students all the time with masks under nose, masks off, especially after 
school in unsupervised areas and in the hallways 

I spend more time policing than anything else in one of my classes, the other 

classes it is constant reminders to pull their mask 

I work with sped students, some of them don't wear masks. 

In my classroom students wear the mask, in the hallways students are 

constantly violating mask wearing and social distance rules 

In my classroom, I’m consistently checking mask wearing but there are staff in 
the building who do not wear their mask correctly 

In my room all student comply. I see students in the halls and after school at 

dismissal who are not consistent. 

In the hallways almost not at all. Kids have masks down walking together, 
already have hall walkers. 

Issues seem to be in the hallway 

It has not been a problem 

It's hard for little noses to hold up masks. Will be unsafe to wear once room 
temp gets over 80 
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Kids are constantly reminded to pull up masks all day 

Kids do wear them every day, however masks do not fit properly and often fall 

below their noses 

Kids need constant reminders about keeping masks covering nose and mouth. 
Many are wearing masks that are too big for them. 

Kids not wearing correctly the full day or teachers don’t  enforce protocols 

Lots of kids in halls walking with only mouth covered.  Several without being on 

at all. I have to give daily reminders to some 

Majority wear masks correctly but some never wear it correctly even with 
reminders.. 

Many kids are doing well, but a large number leave their noses out. Few refuse 

to keep them on at all. 

Many kids wear the masks appropriately, but many kids do not 

Many masks are on but below noses. 

Many students are wearing their mask below their nose or under their chin. I 

have to fight with students every day to fix their 

Many students don’t have appropriate masks. Proper wear is an observed at 
times. 

Most of my kids are good about it but it is challenging trying to remember to 

keep telling the kids to do it. 

Most of my students wear their masks properly although some need frequent 
reminders. 

Most wear them properly, but a number of students (and even staff) are not 

covering their noses. 

My students are really trying with the masks, but reminders are definitely 
needed. 

My students will positively respond when being promoted to pull up masks 

No consequences for students at all. 

Noses out a lot. 

Not in the hallways sometimes 

Once again it is kindergarten.  Admin should revisit protocols with students. 

One child needs constant reminding, but everyone else is really good about it 

One student consistently told to pull his mask up. 

Regularly remind students 

reminders are often needed 

Reminders for students and frequently giving out new, clean masks that I 
purchased. 

same students have to be asked.. but most are doing really well 

Since students have returned to 5 days, this has not been consistent 

Some students still wearing them below their nose and mouth.  Team is coming 
up with a discipline plan, but by then still exposed 

Some students have masks down repeatedly 

Some students let it drop down but never an issue when I remind them. No 

concerns here. 

Some students need a reminder to cover their nose but they do when asked. 
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Some students need consistent reminders to wear the masks appropriately. 

Some students need reminders 

Some students walk around with masks under noses or under chins. 

some( at least 2-3 out of my 14) need reminders every few minutes to wear a 
mask properly 

Sometimes I see masks below their noses but when I remind them they comply 

Sometimes kids need reminders to pull them up over nose 

Specific classes that come to my room have poor mask habits but overall, it’s 
only one or two students per class that aren’t. 

student and staff mask wearing is pretty good, some classified staff occasionally 

wearing mask under nose 

Students always pulling them down or completely taking them off. 

Students are becoming very relaxed about masks especially in the hallways. 

Students are not covering their noses. 

Students are pushing back on it in the classroom and not staying facing into their 

dividers 

students are starting to not want to wear the masks over nose and mouth and 
some are not wearing them in the halls between class 

students are wearing masks that are too large and they can't keep them up - 

might not be effective 

Students comply when asked to fix mask. 

Students have difficulty maintaining the wearing of the mask 

Students lower mask off nose.  Constantly reminding them to cover mouth and 

nose. 

Students need constant reminders. 

Students need reminders to keep over their nose 

Students need to be reminded often 

Students need way more promoting with the longer day. 

Students often have ill fitting masks that leave their noses exposed. 

Students often pull the mask down and have to be reminded over and over to 

pull it up. 

Students often wear masks on their chin or just over their mouth. It is seldom 
pushed that masks cover both nose AND mouth. 

Students wearing below nose - constant management. They also break and I do 

t have replacements or the disposables get wet 

There is a spectrum of students following mask wearing guidelines. 

They often fall down on students' faces. 

too many noses are out! 

Very difficult to teach phonics with a mask.... need shields to be able to see 

mouths 

Yes for the most part. Gentle reminders needed. 

Young children need frequent reminders and often masks don’t stay up 
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Comments about cleaning: 

a little is cleaned but not consistently or thoroughly.. tables not washed 

Appears only garbage is emptied nightly 

As far as I know 

As much as I can tell 

Bathroom garbage not emptied a couple times and tables don’t always appear 

wiped down 

bathroom in my classroom is not always cleaned 

Center elevator 0-4 needs disinfected daily to clean germs and the stinky vape 

residue off the walls. 

Cleaners routinely sanitize tables but are missing cleaning equipment like vacuum 
cleaners 

Cleaning seems to be minimal and inconsistent 

Cleaning supplies are not refilled regularly. 

Common use areas are frequently not cleaned 

custodial staff is great 

Desks and floors are not always cleaned 

Desks are covered in a sticky residue each night. They are not like this when I 

leave. I think they are being “cleaned” 

Dividers not cleaned 

Fairfax is cleaned better than blvd. Blvd is down to just one cleaner 

First period kids using desk wipes usually get clean wipes when they're done. Not 

like last year. 

Hard to know 

I assume it is cleaned every evening 

I assume things are cleaned. I don’t necessarily see it being done. 

I believe our cleaner does an excellent job - however, I don’t have time to clean 
desks and spaces in between each class. 

I can't tell if my room. Is cleaned (wiped down) in tve evenings. I wipe down desks 

and chairs at lunch everyday. 
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I clean it myself 

I clean my desk area and spray Lysol 

I don’t have the supplies for wiping down areas. Wipes are gone. No replacements. 

I don't think the desks are wiped. 

I find fingerprints on the tables when I return to the room. 

I guess it looks pretty good.  I really don't know for sure, though. 

I have been wiping tables down sometimes between classes and at the end of each 

day. 

I have students to clean a area prior to leaving class. 

I only see it being swept each day. 

I think just trash is being removed, and we have had that not done. 

I think so 

I was given sprayer and I spray after each of my small groups 

I was told that I should be cleaning my room 

I will flip my take to “ clean my room” and many days after it’s still on the request 

side. 

I wipe down surfaces myself before and after I begin instruction, but I don't believe 
the desk shields are being sanitized. 

I wipe tables sometimes between classes and at the end of the day. 

I’m not sure what they clean. The past week desks were not cleaned. 

IDK 

I'm not sure what all this should entail. 

It falls on me to clean between classes and sometimes I run out of time 

It is an airborne virus... the "cleaning" is a masquerade... 

It is hard to tell. I clean when I come in and/or when I leave 

It’s to hard for teachers to monitor the hallways, welcome all kids, log in and out of 

meets and clean desks in 3 min window 

My clean room sign has never been flipped to "room cleaned" in weeks. No one 
comes in to spray like they did the first 2 weeks b 

My cleaner deserves a raise. 

My floor is a touch surface and is not wet mopped. Preschool play equipment is 

shared between classes and not cleaned at the en 

My room is just swept with a broom. Not enough people to vacuum.  Really unsure 
of how well the desks and shields are being cle 

My room seems clean. I’m not sure is the desks are being wiped down daily. 

never by custodian, but regularly by me. I could tell by the cup residue left on desk 

No cleaning throughout the day except what I am able to do during my planning 
and lunch. Im not sure what is done after hours. 

not an issue 

Not cleaned every couple of hours like I thought it was agreed on, cleaning atleast 
once daily for sure 

not consisent 

Not enough cleaners, desks are not wiped, trash is not taken out consistently 
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Not really sure if the desks get cleaned. 

Not sure if it’s cleaned or not 

Not sure the last time my desks and shields were cleaned since they discovered the 

cleaner wasn’t safe for children. 

Not sure what level of sanitation is used daily 

Not sure. Not that big an issue for me at the moment. 

often note clean 
Our building is short a cleaner and the others are having to do extra to keep up. 

Our cleaning person Giselle is awesome 

Same food on the floor for days. 

Sometimes I see paper on the floor or clean supplies left out in my room. 

Sometimes my trash isn't even taken out.  I highly doubt that the desks are being 
cleaned.  Any time that the cleaner has come 

Sometimes the door tag is not adjusted. 

Student desks aren’t being cleaned during the school day. 

Students are not consistent with cleaning their seat. 

Students bathroom could be cleaned better 

Supplies need to be replenished regulary 

Teachers are required to clean student desks between transitions.  I bought 
microban 24 hour disinfectant spray. 

The basics are taken care of each night, but there is no cleaning by anyone other 

than me during day. 

The only cleaning that is done is taking out the garbage and that is not consistent. 

The shelves are, but I don't believe the carpeted floors (where the students and I 

sit) are being sprayed. I may be wrong. 

the sign is flipped over on my door but nothing has been disturbed on my desk or 
table so no sure?? 

The student desks are not getting cleaned between periods. 

There have been times when the room has not been cleaned.  I'm also concerned 

that the desks don't seem like they are cleaned in 

There was a problem getting wipes and spray replaced when empty. 

They use to come around and spray. I haven’t seen that since starting full time . 

Things don’t look like they were cleaned. 

Unknown 

Unsure 

Unsure as the sign isn’t changed. It looks ok but I’m not sure if anything more than 

trash removal is happening 

Usually, but since February 5 I have had 2 incidents where my door hanger wasn't 
flipped to indicate cleaning happened. 

We are short staffed on cleaning. Trash being taken out, surfaces and dividers 

appear to be cleaned but floors not always 

We do a lot ourselves.  The kindergarten bathrooms should be cleaned more 
throughout the day. 
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we have to turn our door tags every day for them to clean our rooms. The kids are 
very good about wiping down their desks. 

We were out of wipes for a while 

What are they cleaning? Not desks!! 

When I am in my room and it is “cleaned” all that I observe is the floor being swept 
and trash being emptied 

Who is to know!? 
 

Additional comments related to Covid safety. 

19-20 students in a classroom does not allow for much safety. 

A student tested positive at Oxford and the specialist were not informed although 
we all saw the student. 

Admin is far too lax and do not give consequences. It would help if they were 
actually visible in the building. 

All staff need to be on board with the safety measures! I see nearly 30 classes and 
what the teacher expects travels with them. 

Are they even taking kids temps daily anymore???? 

Are you sharing my room number?  If you are, my report is obvious. 

Attendance is very inconsistent; students are attending whenever. 

Bathroom breaks are an issue. 

Custodial staff have been quick to replace/refill disinfecting wipes and spray when 
requested 

Elevators are an "OFF CAMERA ZONE" and a hot spot for vaping and unauthorized 
use. A safety concern in many aspects. 

I am uncomfortable in my room. There are too many students and I don't feel as 
though there is proper social distancing . 

I constantly have to ask for my disinfectant spray and hand sanitizer to be refilled. 
It doesn't seem to be checked nightly. 

I do not like that I had a student quarantined but I found out through IC. 

I have no concerns 

I have no concerns related to Covid safety at this time 

I have no windows or air purifier 

I have significant concerns about the upcoming heat and mask-wearing in the 
unairconditioned elementary buildings 

I know we don’t want eating in classroom and 6 feet in cafeteria. Hate kids in my 
classroom during my lunch hour. 

I personally had a student test positive for covid on 3/30 and was in the building 
the entire week before.  No notice went out. 

I really feel I have too many kids in my room according to the space in my room. 

I thought the cap was 15 kids in a room - now I'm told it is not the case 

I was told by my principal that my area (Library) would have an Air Purifier. 
G.Petkac said one would be purchased 

I’ve heard staff in district about students having COVID but it’ wasn’t documented 
by district 
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I'm concerned about desks not being cleaned in between classes. I clean my table 
if I see a student - what about in the classes? 

In the playground the students are less than a foot away from each other and not 

wearing masks correctly or at all 

It is simply inequitable that the 4th grade at boulevard has such large student 
numbers and exposure risky due to class size 

It is very difficult keeping students appropriately socially distanced in hallway 

transitions and dismissal. 

It sets a really bad tone when the first people you see when you walk in are not 
correctly wearing masks and they're security 

It should not have to be a school dude for wipes 

It would be really nice if there was some kind of consequence when students are 
violating pandemic safety procedures. 

It’s a very uncomfortable when staff and students are not following established 

protocols. It makes everyone less safe 

It’s difficult to enforce social distancing in the hallways 

I've had extra kids put in my room several times during indoor recess and there 
was not proper space. 

Kids in the cafeteria share dividers, mask off within 3 feet of one another, turn 

around and talk to one another (no mask) 

Mask wearing is my #1 concern 

Middle school hallways are packed 26th students no able to or ignoring social 

distancing 

My classes have gotten more crowded but I feel like students are still staying apart 

need to figure out the cleaning-between-classes situation; we need a kid-safe 
formula because members cannot clean in between cl 

No follow up or contact tracing on students and staff who are out sick 

No real issues. 

Our admin told us that students aren’t allowed to touch the wipes and that 
teachers are expected to clean the student areas after 

Protocols are not met regarding hallways and bathrooms are not being checked 

Recess appears to be an issue - specials don’t have enough room 

Recess is out of control. No capacity limits on play equipment. Students are 
unmasked and way too close to each other. 

Sent same kid to nurse with covid symptoms. Second time he finally went home. 

Many kids come in with no mask after being temp checked 

Social distancing is next to impossible . 

Social distancing is not happening in many areas especially the hallways. 

Staff, student, and classroom restrooms are not being cleaned throughout the day 

as promised in both buildings 

Student desks and seats are not properly cleaned after OST testing in the large 
group areas like the media center and gym 1. 

Students are in each other's faces and space repeatedly. They touch each other's 

belongings. 
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Students are never practicing social distancing and never wearing masks properly 
in the halls. I' am not the mask police!. 

Students are not wearing masks properly, and they are bunching up in the halls 

and definitely not following the hall walking guidance 

Students are not wearing masks that fit properly and not keeping them on properly 

Students are reportedly riding the elevator together. Coworker reports that it 
smells of vaping afterwards. 

Students are terrible about wearing masks in the hallways. 

Students at times in the hallway during lunch periods especially in the 3rd floor 

just hanging out mostly with our masks on. 

Students do not distance in hallways. Cleaning is the biggest issue.  Desks are not 
being disinfected by cleaning staff and now 

Students don't follow their schedules. They repo 

Students in the hallways are not wearing their masks properly. 

Students need to clean their own desks. 

Students wanting to bring food into classrooms and eat (mask violation and other 

things wrong with this) 

Students wanting to bring food into classrooms and eat (mask violation and other 
things wrong with this).  We need more outlets 

Taken away wipes and now we have to use class time to go around with spray 

bottles to spray each students area 

The hallway and stairwells are overcrowded with no social distancing. 

The hallways are congested. 

The longer we are in the building, the more relaxed things seem to get. 

There are classrooms where 3ft distance is not observed, IMO. 

There are staff members who do not properly wear masks even while teaching 

there are staff not wearing masks correctly 

There are times when students eat in the room due to testing. Multiple students 

and staff in the room not wearing masks 

There is a specific teacher that is not enforcing wearing a mask in their classroom 
and the principal has been told about it. 

Total disregard for classroom numbers by admin and counselors. 

Updated protocols for surface cleaning is the most pressing issue I have noticed. 

Nothing is getting wiped down during the day. 

We do not have any products for which to clean desks or shields. 

when co-teaching it's a large # of kids and adult in the room together - it's hard to 

clean shared surfaces all day long 

When monitoring students in the hallway I see improper mask wearing frequently. 

When students are placed on quarantine, or contract COVID, we are not notified.  
We need to know so we can be vigilant. 

Where is the “over flow” room for students who attend NOT on their assigned 

days? 

Would love to have a disinfectant that the kids can use safely 
 


